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Before he knew about the Roses, 16-year-old Jack lived an unremarkable life in
the small Ohio town of Trinity. Only the medicine he has to take daily and the
thick scar above his heart set him apart from the other high-schoolers. Then one
day Jack skips his medicine. Suddenly, he is stronger, fiercer, and more
confident than ever before. And it feels great—until he loses control of his own
strength and nearly kills another player during soccer team tryouts. Soon, Jack
learns the startling truth about himself: He is Weirlind; part of an underground
society of magical people who live among us. At the head of this magical society
sit the feuding houses of the Red Rose and the White Rose, whose power is
determined by playing The Game—a magical tournament in which each house
sponsors a warrior to fight to the death. The winning house rules the Weir. As if
his bizarre magical heritage isn’t enough, Jack finds out that he’s not just
another member of Weirlind—he’s one of the last of the warriors—at a time when
both houses are scouting for a player.
A powerful new fantasy from Hugo award–winning author Elizabeth Bear, Range
of Ghosts creates a world both deep and broad, where a sorcerer-prince seeks
world domination for the glory of his God. Temur, grandson of the Great Khan, is
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walking from a battlefield where he was left for dead. All around lie the fallen
armies of his cousin and his brother who made war to rule the Khaganate. Temur
is now the legitimate heir by blood to his grandfather's throne, but he is not the
strongest. Going into exile is the only way to survive his ruthless cousin. OncePrincess Samarkar is climbing the thousand steps of the Citadel of the Wizards
of Tsarepheth. She was heir to the Rasan Empire until her father got a son on a
new wife. Then she was sent to be the wife of a Prince in Song, but that marriage
ended in battle and blood. Now she has renounced her worldly power to seek the
magical power of the wizards. These two will come together to stand against the
hidden cult that has so carefully brought all the empires of the Celadon Highway
to strife and civil war through guile and deceit and sorcerous power. The Eternal
Sky Trilogy #1 Range of Ghosts #2 Shattered Pillars #3 Steles of the Sky At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
In the second book of the Arcana Chronicles Evie has now fully come into her
powers as the tarot Empress. And Jackson was there to see it all. In the
aftermath of killing Arthur, the tarot Alchemist, Evie realizes that a war is brewing
between the other teens that, following the apocalypse, have been given powers
and its kill or be killed. Things get even more complicated when Evie meets
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Death, the mysterious, sexy Endless Knight. Somehow the Empress and Death
share a romantic history - one that Evie can't remember, but Death can't forget.
She is drawn to the Endless Knight, but is in love with Jack. Determined to
discover why she's been granted these powers, Evie struggles to accept her
place in a prophecy that will either save the world, or completely destroy it.
Read the complete Heir Chronicles in this omnibus edition! Three boys, three
talismans, one destiny. In this page-turning collection featuring The Warrior Heir,
The Wizard Heir, The Dragon Heir, The Enchanter Heir, and The Sorcerer Heir,
Cinda Williams Chima explores what it means to be different, what's worth
fighting for, and what's worth dying for.... Dark forces are after a boy who is heir
to a dangerous legacy. A girl grapples with evil within. A seventeen-year-old is a
deadly assassin, and a wild child uncovers a mystery. The Wizards and Warriors,
Seers, Enchanters, and Sorcerers must keep their fragile peace despite all that
would break it. The answers they need lie buried in the tragedies of the past -the question is whether they can survive long enough to unearth them.
In this indispensable conclusion to the New York Times bestselling Shattered
Realms series, master storyteller Cinda Williams Chima delivers spellbinding
action, bittersweet reunions, and dazzling revelations. Warrior Alyssa ana’Raisa
would do anything to protect her home, the Fells, and her legacy, the Gray Wolf
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line. But as a prisoner of Empress Celestine, Lyss is forced to turn her fearsome
talents as an army commander against her beloved homeland. Refusal would
swiftly lead to her death, and her death would end the Gray Wolf line. In Lyss’s
absence, Fellsmarch Castle swarms with intrigue, deception, and a primordial
threat. Destin Karn, a southern spymaster with a hidden agenda of his own,
might be the queendom’s only hope of defeating the forces aligned against the
Seven Realms . . . as well as the enemies within the castle.
In Heir Apparent there are as many ways to win as there are to get killed.
Giannine can testify to how many ways there are to die—it's about all she's been
able to do since she started playing. Now all she has to do is get the magic ring,
find the stolen treasure, answer the dwarf's dumb riddles, come up with a poem
for the head-chopping statue, cope with the army of ghosts, outmaneuver her half
brothers, and defeat the man-eating dragon. If she can do all of that, why, she
just might save her own life!
The Enchanter Heir (The Heir Chronicles, Book 4)Disney-Hyperion
A teen from Ohio discovers he's the last in a long line of magical warriors chosen
to fight to the death. Before he knew about the Roses, sixteen-year-old Jack lived
an unremarkable life in the small Ohio town of Trinity. Only the medicine he has
to take daily and the thick scar above his heart set him apart from the other highPage 4/21
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schoolers. Then one day Jack skips his medicine. Suddenly, he is stronger,
fiercer, and more confident than ever before. And it feels great—until he loses
control of his own strength and nearly kills another player during soccer team
tryouts. Soon, Jack learns the startling truth about himself: He is Weirlind; part of
an underground society of magical people who live among us. At the head of this
magical society sit the feuding houses of the Red Rose and the White Rose,
whose power is determined by playing The Game: a magical tournament in which
each house sponsors a warrior to fight to the death. The winning house rules the
Weir. As if his bizarre magical heritage isn't enough, Jack finds out that he's not
just another member of Weirlind—he's one of the last of the warriors, at a time
when both houses are scouting for a player.
Set in the world of the New York Times bestselling Seven Realms series, a
generation later, this is a breathtaking story of dark magic, chilling threats, and
two unforgettable characters walking a knife-sharp line between life and death.
This dazzling beginning to a new series is indispensable for fans of Cinda
Williams Chima and a perfect starting point for readers who are new to her work.
Adrian sul’Han, known as Ash, is a trained healer with a powerful gift of
magic—and a thirst for revenge. Ash is forced into hiding after a series of murders
throws the queendom into chaos. Now he’s closer than ever to killing the man
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responsible, the cruel king of Arden. With time running out, Ash faces an
excruciating choice: Can he use his powers not to save a life but to take it?
Abandoned at birth, Jenna Bandelow was told that the magemark on the back of
her neck would make her a target. But when the King’s Guard launches a
relentless search for a girl with a mark like hers, Jenna assumes that it has more
to do with her role as a saboteur than any birth-based curse. Though Jenna
doesn’t know why she’s being hunted, she knows that she can’t get caught.
Eventually, Ash’s and Jenna’s paths will collide in Arden. Thrown together by
chance and joined by their hatred of the ruthless king, they will come to rescue
each other in ways they cannot yet imagine.
From New York Times bestselling author Cinda Williams Chima comes the third gripping
adventure in the Shattered Realms series, where intricately interwoven storylines converge as
the warring Seven Realms struggle to unite against a horrific tyrant. Vagabond seafarer Evan
Strangward can move wind, waves, and weather, but his magical abilities can’t protect him
forever from the brutal Empress Celestine. As Celestine’s relentless bloodsworn armies grow,
Evan travels to the Fells to warn the queendom that an invasion is imminent. If he can’t
convince the Gray Wolf queen to take a stand, he knows that the Seven Realms will fall, and
his last sanctuary will be destroyed. Among the dead will be the one person Evan can’t stand
to lose. Meanwhile, the queen’s formidable daughter, Princess Alyssa ana’Raisa, is already a
prisoner aboard the empress’s ship, sailing east. Lyss may be the last remaining hope of
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bringing down the empress from within her own tightly controlled stronghold.
Sixteen-year-old Seph McCauley has spent the past three years getting kicked out of one
exclusive private school after another. And it's not his attitude that's the problem. It's the trail of
magical accidents—lately, disasters—that follow in his wake. Seph is a wizard, orphaned and
untrained--and his powers are escalating out of control.
New York Times bestselling author Cinda Williams Chima presents the first installment in a
thrilling new fantasy series, in which the lives of Han Alister and the brave Princess Raisa
collide in a magical and dangerous adventure. One day Han Alister catches three young
wizard setting fire to the sacred mountain of Hanalea. Han takes an amulet away from Micah
Bayar, son of the High Wizard, to ensure the boy won't use it against him. The amulet once
belonged to the Demon King, who nearly destroyed the world a millennium ago. With a magical
piece so powerful at stake, Han knows that the Bayars will stop at nothing to get it back.
Meanwhile, Princess Raisa ana'Marianna has her own battle to fight. She's just returned to
court after three years of riding and hunting with her father's family. Raia aspires to be like
Hanalea, the legendary warrior queen who killed the Demon King and saved the world. But it
seems that her mother has other plans for her-plans that include a suitor who goes against
everything the Queendom stands for. The Seven Realms will tremble when the lives of Han
and Raisa collide in this stunning page-turner from best-selling author Cinda Williams Chima.
Game of Thrones fans will love the New York Times bestselling Abhorsen series. Sabriel, the
first installment in the trilogy, launched critically acclaimed author Garth Nix onto the fantasy
scene as a rising star. Dark Secrets, Deep Love, and Dangerous Magic Sent to a boarding
school in Ancelstierre as a young child, Sabriel has had little experience with the random
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power of Free Magic or the Dead who refuse to stay dead in the Old Kingdom. But during her
final semester, her father, the Abhorsen, goes missing, and Sabriel knows she must enter the
Old Kingdom to find him. She soon finds companions in Mogget, a cat whose aloof manner
barely conceals its malevolent spirit, and Touchstone, a young Charter Mage long imprisoned
by magic, now free in body but still trapped by painful memories. As the three travel deep into
the Old Kingdom, threats mount on all sides. And every step brings them closer to a battle that
will pit them against the true forces of life and death—and bring Sabriel face-to-face with her
own destiny. “Sabriel is a winner, a fantasy that reads like realism. Here is a world with the
same solidity and four-dimensional authority as our own, created with invention, clarity and
intelligence.” —Philip Pullman, author of His Dark Materials trilogy
They called it the Thorn Hill Massacre-the brutal attack on a once-thriving Weir community.
Though Jonah Kinlock lived through it, he did not emerge unscathed: like the other survivors
Jonah possesses unique magical gifts that set him apart from members of the mainline guilds.
At seventeen, Jonah has become the deadliest assassin in Nightshade, a network that hunts
the undead. Emma Claire Greenwood grew up worlds away, raised by a grandfather who
taught her music rather than magic. An unschooled wild child, she runs the streets until the
night she finds her grandfather dying, gripping a note warning Emma that she might be in
danger. The clue he leaves behind leads Emma into Jonah's life-and a shared legacy of
secrets and lingering questions. Was Thorn Hill really a peaceful commune? Or was it, as the
Wizard Guild claims, a hotbed of underguild terrorists? The Wizards' suspicions grow when
members of the mainline guilds start turning up dead. They blame Nightshade, bringing
tensions between the groups to a head. Racing against time, Jonah and Emma work to
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uncover the truth about Thorn Hill, amid increasing concern that whoever planned the Thorn
Hill Massacre might strike again. Praise for The Heir Chronicles: The Enchanter Heir * "Chima
orchestrates a world gravid with smoke and grit and sudden death, throbbing with hopeless
longings, messy affections, festering resentments, passionate hungers, inevitable betrayals,
and miraculous flashes of beauty and grace. A smoldering story soaked in tears, sweat and
blood, constantly threatening to blaze into an inferno. Spellbinding." -Kirkus Reviews (starred
review) "Intriguing plot and subplot teasers abound, and the book ends in a cliffhanger that will
have readers roaring for the next entry. Chima continues to excel at building tension and
populating her well-told tales with new and returning characters we want to know better."
-Booklist The Dragon Heir "Chima spins a finely structured tale that roars to a satisfying
conclusion." -School Library Journal The Wizard Heir "Chima uses her pen like a wand and
crafts a wonderfully rich web of magic, while thankfully leaving some dangling threads for
subsequent tales." -VOYA The Warrior Heir *"Chima offers a pitch-perfect blend of high
fantasy and small-town reality..." -The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books (starred
review)
Robin McKinley's mesmerizing history of Damar is the stuff that legends are made of. The
Hero and the Crown is a dazzling "prequel" to The Blue Sword. Aerin is the only child of the
king of Damar, and should be his rightful heir. But she is also the daughter of a witchwoman of
the North, who died when she was born, and the Damarians cannot trust her. But Aerin's
destiny is greater than her father's people know, for it leads her to battle with Maur, the Black
Dragon, and into the wilder Damarian Hills, where she meets the wizard Luthe. It is he who at
last tells her the truth about her mother, and he also gives over to her hand the Blue Sword,
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Gonturan. But such gifts as these bear a great price, a price Aerin only begins to realize when
she faces the evil mage, Agsded, who has seized the Hero's Crown, greatest treasure and
secret strength of Damar.
At home in San Francisco, May speaks Japanese and the family eats rice and miso soup and
drinks green tea. When she visits her friends’ homes, she eats fried chicken and spaghetti.
May plans someday to go to college and live in an apartment of her own. But when her family
moves back to Japan, she soon feels lost and homesick for America. In Japan everyone calls
her by her Japanese name, Masako. She has to wear kimonos and sit on the floor. Poor May
is sure that she will never feel at home in this country. Eventually May is expected to marry and
a matchmaker is hired. Outraged at the thought, May sets out to find her own way in the big
city of Osaka. With elegant watercolors reminiscent of Grandfather’s Journey, Allen Say has
created a moving tribute to his parents and their path to discovering where home really is. The
accompanying story of his mother and her journey as a young woman is heartfelt. Tea with
Milk vividly portrays and effectively captures the graceful formality of Japan.
A thousand years ago, two young lovers were betrayed???Alger Waterlow to his death, and
Hanalea, Queen of the Fells, to a life without love. Now, once again, the Queendom of the
Fells seems likely to shatter apart. For young queen Raisa ana''Marianna, maintaining peace
even within her own castle walls is nearly impossible; tension between wizards and Clan has
reached a fevered pitch. With surrounding kingdoms seeking to prey on the Fells'' inner
turmoil, Raisa''s best hope is to unite her people against a common enemy. But that enemy
might be the person with whom she''s falling in love. Through a complicated web of lies and
unholy alliances, former streetlord Han Alister has become a member of the Wizard Council of
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the Fells. Navigating the cut-throat world of blue blood politics has never been more
dangerous, and Han seems to inspire hostility among Clan and wizards alike. His only ally is
the queen, and despite the perils involved, Han finds it impossible to ignore his feelings for
Raisa. Before long, Han finds himself in possession of a secret believed to be lost to history, a
discovery powerful enough to unite the people of the Fells. But will the secret die with him
before he can use it? A simple, devastating truth concealed by a thousand-year-old lie at last
comes to light in this stunning conclusion to the Seven Realms series.
An epic tale across the realms. A deadly power that spans millennia. A story of struggle and
betrayal, this adventure is told through the patchwork past of Marvel's most misunderstood
mischief-maker of all time: Loki: Trickster. God of Asgard. Brother. This is the first of three
young adult novels from New York Times best-selling author Mackenzi Lee that explores the
untapped potential of popular characters in the Marvel Universe. The novels focus on exploring
the duality of heroism in specific character stories from the Marvel Universe.
You are indestructible. Three whispered words transfer an astonishing power to Jacob Fielding
that changes everything. At first, Jacob is hesitant to use the power, unsure of its implications.
But there's something addictive about testing the limits of fear. Then Ophelia James, the
beautiful and daring new girl in town, suggests that they use the power to do good, to save
others. But with every heroic act, the power grows into the specter of a curse. How to decide
who lives and who dies? In this nail-biting novel of mystery and dark intrigue, Jacob must walk
the razor thin line between right and wrong, good and evil, and life and death. And time is
running out. Because the Grim Reaper doesn't disappear. . . . He catches up.
Lily is working with the angels to stifle the last of the demon outbreaks and to figure out how to
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stop the Silence of God, so life can get back to boring normality. But all hell breaks loose when
she's stolen from school and brought face to face with the devil himself. Lily has to find her way
back home to Luc, crack the prophecy that breaks the curse silencing God, and figure out how
she and Luc can ever really be together; but Lucifer has other plans for her that don't include
her ever getting out of Hell in tact.
Incarceron is a prison so vast that it contains not only cells and corridors, but metal forests,
dilapidated cities, and wilderness. It has been sealed for centuries, and only one man has ever
escaped. Finn has always been a prisoner here. Although he has no memory of his childhood,
he is sure he came from Outside. His link to the Outside, his chance to break free, is Claudia,
the warden's daughter, herself determined to escape an arranged marriage. They are up
against impossible odds, but one thing looms above all: Incarceron itself is alive . . .
New York Times bestselling author Cinda Williams Chima presents the second installment in a
thrilling new fantasy series, in which the lives of Han Alister and the brave Princess Raisa
collide in a magical and dangerous adventure. Haunted by the loss of his mother and sister,
Han Alister journeys south to begin his schooling at Mystwerk House in Oden's Ford. But
leaving the Fells doesn't mean that danger isn't far behind. Han is hunted every step of the way
by the Bayars, a powerful wizarding family set on reclaiming the amulet Han stole from them.
And Mystwerk House has dangers of its own. There, Han meets Crow, a mysterious wizard
who agrees to tutor Han in the darker parts of sorcery—but the bargain they make is one Han
may regret. Meanwhile, Princess Raisa ana'Marianna runs from a forced marriage in the Fells,
accompanied by her friend Amon and his triple of cadets. Now, the safest place for Raisa is
Wein House, the military academy at Oden's Ford. If Raisa can pass as a regular student,
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Wein House will offer both sanctuary and the education Raisa needs to succeed as the next
Gray Wolf queen. Everything changes when Han and Raisa's paths cross, in this epic tale of
uncertain friendships, cut-throat politics, and the irresistible power of attraction.
Manolo is trying to break free from his family’s traditions and create his own destiny in this
retelling of the movie The Book of Life! The Book of Life hits theaters on October 17, 2014!
Manolo has a simple dream—become the best musician in San Angel and capture the heart of
his friend, Maria. But Manolo’s father wants him to carry on the family tradition to become a
bullfighter, and to make matters worse, Manolo’s best friend is in love with Maria, too! As
Manolo competes to win Maria’s love and make his own destiny, he must follow his heart and
face his greatest fears as his journey takes him to strange and beautiful lands beyond his
wildest imagination. Can Manolo succeed in rewriting his fate? THE BOOK OF LIFE © 2014
Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation and Reel FX Productions II, LLC. All rights reserved.
Han Alister thought he had already lost everyone he loved. But when he finds his friend
Rebecca Morley near death in the Spirit Mountains, Han knows that nothing matters more than
saving her. The costs of his efforts are steep, but nothing can prepare him for what he soon
discovers: the beautiful, mysterious girl he knew as Rebecca is none other than Raisa
ana'Marianna, heir to the Queendom of the Fells. Han is hurt and betrayed.
The epic conclusion to the New York Times–bestselling Summoner trilogy, by Taran Matharu!
Fletcher and his friends fight for survival in the ether, where they pursue a mortally dangerous
quest to rebuild their world and broker peace. Even as hatred threatens to turn friend into foe in
The Battlemage, Fletcher must lead a small army of soldiers into battle to protect his ancestral
homeland, and face his biggest challenge yet: his nemesis, the albino orc, Khan, who seeks to
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destroy everything Fletcher holds dear.
The delicate peace between Wizards and the underguilds (Warriors, Seers, Enchanters, and
Sorcerers) still holds by the thinnest of threads, but powerful forces inside and outside the
guilds threaten to sever it completely. Emma and Jonah are at the center of it all. Brought
together by their shared history, mutual attraction, and a belief in the magic of music, they now
stand to be torn apart by new wounds and old betrayals. As they struggle to rebuild their trust
in each other, Emma and Jonah must also find a way to clear their names as the prime
suspects in a series of vicious murders. It seems more and more likely that the answers they
need lie buried in the tragedies of the past. The question is whether they can survive long
enough to unearth them. Old friends and foes return as new threats arise in this stunning and
revelatory conclusion to the beloved and bestselling Heir Chronicles series.
In this third book in the New York Times bestselling Dorothy Must Die series, new girl from
Kansas Amy Gumm is caught between her home—and Oz. My name is Amy Gumm. Tornadoes
must have a thing about girls from Kansas, because—just like Dorothy—I got swept away on one
too. I landed in Oz, where Good is Wicked, Wicked is Good, and the Wicked Witches clued me
in to my true calling: Assassin. The way to stop Dorothy from destroying Oz—and Kansas—is to
kill her. And I’m the only one who can do it. But I failed. Others died for my mistakes. Because
of me, the portal between the worlds has been opened. And if I don’t find a way to close it?
Dorothy will make sure I never get to go home again. Now it’s up to me to: join the Witches,
fight for Oz, save Kansas, and stop Dorothy once and for all.

Three boys, three talismans, one destiny. In this page-turning collection featuring The
Warrior Heir, The Wizard Heir, and The Dragon Heir, Cinda Williams Chima explores
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what it means to be different, what's worth fighting for, and what's worth dying for....
Every man is for himself in the thrilling Heir trilogy.
The New York Times Bestseller! “Absolutely riveting.” —Alexandra Bracken, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of The Darkest Minds This vividly rendered novel reads
like HBO’s Game of Thrones . . . if it were set in the Ottoman Empire. Ambitious in
scope and intimate in execution, the story’s atmospheric setting is rife with political
intrigue, with a deftly plotted narrative driven by fiercely passionate characters and a
fearsome heroine. Fans of Victoria Aveyard’s THE RED QUEEN and Sabaa Tahir’s
AN EMBER IN THE ASHES won’t want to miss this visceral, immersive, and
mesmerizing novel, the first in the And I Darken series. NO ONE EXPECTS A
PRINCESS TO BE BRUTAL. And Lada Dragwlya likes it that way. Ever since she and
her gentle younger brother, Radu, were wrenched from their homeland of Wallachia
and abandoned by their father to be raised in the Ottoman courts, Lada has known that
being ruthless is the key to survival. She and Radu are doomed to act as pawns in a
vicious game, an unseen sword hovering over their every move. For the lineage that
makes them special also makes them targets. Lada despises the Ottomans and bides
her time, planning her vengeance for the day when she can return to Wallachia and
claim her birthright. Radu longs only for a place where he feels safe. And when they
meet Mehmed, the defiant and lonely son of the sultan, who’s expected to rule a
nation, Radu feels that he’s made a true friend—and Lada wonders if she’s finally
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found someone worthy of her passion. But Mehmed is heir to the very empire that Lada
has sworn to fight against—and that Radu now considers home. Together, Lada, Radu,
and Mehmed form a toxic triangle that strains the bonds of love and loyalty to the
breaking point. From New York Times bestselling author Kiersten White comes the first
book in a dark, sweeping new series in which heads will roll, bodies will be impaled . . .
and hearts will be broken. “A dark and twisty fantasy . . . think Game of Thrones, but
with teens.”—Seventeen “Sinister, suspenseful, and unapologetically
feminist.”—Buzzfeed “Will completely spin you into another time and place.”—Bustle
“Takes no prisoners, offering up brutal, emotional historical fiction.”—NPR.org An ALA
Rainbow List Top Ten Selection
The essential film companion for Newt Scamander! Relive the magic of Newt's world
with this hardback guidebook featuring your favourite scenes and quotes from Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find Them.
Racing against time, Jonah and Emma, who possess unique magical gifts, work to
uncover the truth about Thorn Hill, a peaceful commune that the Wizard Guild claims is
a hotbed of underguild terrorists.
In the sequel to Spelled, can Robin Hood's daughter, Rexi, stop the Wicked Witch from
finding Excalibur? Fairy-Tale Survival Rule No. 52: No matter how difficult the obstacles
or all-powerful the evil villain, one can rest assured that the hero of the story never dies.
The sidekicks though...they should be worried. Rexi Hood is proud to be an outlaw.
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After all, she's the daughter of the infamous Robin Hood. But sidekick? Accomplice?
Sorry, that wasn't in her story description. Yeah, she and Princess Dorthea of Emerald
have been inseparable since they teamed up to fight the wickedest witch. But if Rexi
doesn't figure out how to break the curse that binds them, forget being overshadowed
by the spirited princess, Rexi's going to become a Forgotten, wiped from the pages of
Story and reduced to a puddle of ink. Not happening. No way in Spell. Rexi's plan?
Steal the sword Excalibur and use its magic to write her own tale. But Gwenevere has
opened a new Academy of Villains in Camelot and danger lurks behind every plot twist.
And you know how it goes in Story: keep your friends close and your enemies closer...
One of the best examples of the alternate history genre.
The covenant that was meant to keep the wizard wars at bay has been stolen, and
Trinity must prepare for attack. Everyone is doing their part -- Seph is monitoring the
Weirwalls; Jack and Ellen are training their ghostly army; even Anaweir Will and Fitch
are setting booby traps around the town's perimeter. But to Jason Haley, it seems like
everyone wants to keep him out of the action. He may not be the most powerful wizard
in Trinity, but he's prepared to fight for his friends.
From New York Times bestselling author Cinda Williams Chima, this is a thrilling story
of the unfathomable costs of war, the allure of dark magic, and two principled and
conflicted characters drawn together despite everything they stand to lose. Alyssa
ana’Raisa, the reluctant princess heir to the Gray Wolf throne of the Fells, feels more
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comfortable striking with a sword than maneuvering at court. After a brush with death,
Lyss goes on the offensive, meaning to end the war that has raged her whole life. If her
gamble doesn’t pay off, she could lose her queendom before she even ascends to the
throne. Across enemy lines in Arden, young rising star Captain Halston Matelon is
being sent on ever more dangerous assignments. Between the terrifying rumors of
witches and wolfish warriors to the north and his cruel king at home, Hal is caught in an
impossible game of life and death. Lyss and Hal’s intricately linked fates become
inseparable when they fall under the shadow of a new enemy—a force that threatens to
extinguish the last rays of hope in the Shattered Realms.
Seph, an orphaned and untrained wizard who is unable to control his growing powers,
is sent to a secluded boys' school in Maine where the headmaster promises to train him
in magic and initiate him into his mysterious order of wizards.

Enter the world of the Seven Realms . . . For the first time, all four books of the
critically acclaimed and New York Times bestselling Seven Realms series are
available in one place. Packed with romance, action, intrigue, and adventure, The
Demon King, The Exiled Queen, The Gray Wolf Throne, and The Crimson Crown
are epic fantasy at its very best.
Violin prodigy Etta Spencer had big plans for her future, but a tragic accident has
put her once-bright career at risk. Closely tied to her musical skill, however, is a
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mysterious power she doesn't even know she has. When her two talents collide
during a stressful performance, Etta is drawn back hundreds of years through
time. Etta wakes,confused and terrified, in 1776, in the midst a fierce sea battle.
Nicholas Carter, the handsome young prize master of a privateering ship, has
been hired to retrieve Etta and deliver her unharmed to the Ironwoods, a powerful
family in the Colonies—the very same one that orchestrated her jump back, and
one Nicholas himself has mysteries ties to. But discovering she can time travel is
nothing compared to the shock of discovering the true reason the Ironwoods
have snared her in their web. Another traveler has stolen an object of untold
value from them, and, if Etta can find it, they will return her to her own time. Out
of options, Etta and Nicholas embark on a perilous journey across centuries and
continents, piecing together clues left behind by the mysterious traveler. But as
they draw closer to each other and the end of their search, the true nature of the
object, and the dangerous game the Ironwoods are playing, comes to
light—threatening to separate her not only from Nicholas, but her path home...
forever.
From Caroline Jayne Church, the mega bestselling illustrator behind I Love You
Through and Through, Good Night, I Love You, and Ten Tiny Toes comes an
instant classic in the making with a new padded storybook to treasure and share
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over and over again. With charming illustrations and poignant rhyming text, this
tender story is a heartwarming reminder of the never ending love between a
parent and child. A sweet message to share with little ones to let them know that
whoever they become and wherever they go, they are cherished. When I saw
you for the very first time, I was filled with joy that you were mine. I knew I would
love you forever. Safe for all ages.
The first book in Chris Colfer's #1 New York Times bestselling series The Land of
Stories about two siblings who fall into a fairy-tale world! Alex and Conner
Bailey's world is about to change forever, in this fast-paced adventure that
uniquely combines our modern day world with the enchanting realm of classic
fairy tales. The Land of Stories tells the tale of twins Alex and Conner. Through
the mysterious powers of a cherished book of stories, they leave their world
behind and find themselves in a foreign land full of wonder and magic where they
come face-to-face with fairy tale characters they grew up reading about. But after
a series of encounters with witches, wolves, goblins, and trolls alike, getting back
home is going to be harder than they thought.
Book one in the hit series that's soon to be a major motion picture starring
Amandla Stenberg and Mandy Moore--now with a stunning new look and an
exclusive bonus short story featuring Liam and his brother, Cole. When Ruby
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woke up on her tenth birthday, something about her had changed. Something
alarming enough to make her parents lock her in the garage and call the police.
Something that got her sent to Thurmond, a brutal government "rehabilitation
camp." She might have survived the mysterious disease that killed most of
America's children, but she and the others emerged with something far worse:
frightening abilities they cannot control. Now sixteen, Ruby is one of the
dangerous ones. But when the truth about Ruby's abilities--the truth she's hidden
from everyone, even the camp authorities--comes out, Ruby barely escapes
Thurmond with her life. On the run, she joins a group of kids who escaped their
own camp: Zu, a young girl haunted by her past; Chubs, a standoffish brainiac;
and Liam, their fearless leader, who is falling hard for Ruby. But no matter how
much she aches for him, Ruby can't risk getting close. Not after what happened
to her parents. While they journey to find the one safe haven left for kids like
them--East River--they must evade their determined pursuers, including an
organization that will stop at nothing to use Ruby in their fight against the
government. But as they get closer to grasping the things they've dreamed of,
Ruby will be faced with a terrible choice, one that may mean giving up her only
chance at a life worth living.
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